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Session

Session

Supporting Holistic Management of Public
Sector Information Tech
Using Enterprise
Architecture

Smart Sustainable Cities
Assessment Framework

Maija Ylinen

Adeoluwa Akande

Andrew Matsiko
02.09.2018

Andrew Matsiko
02.09.2018

The researcher investigates the adoption
of use of ICTs (digitalization) in the
management of municipalities in Vantaa
in Finland. The stakeholders under
investigation include; IT experts in the
city and municipalities and also business
people to establish clear insights. It
presents insights on how has ICTs impacted
on the management of Municipalities
after the integration of ICTs tools. The
challenges are also being investigated
in the ongoing adoption of new digital
tools in the municipalities of Vantaa in
Finland. The researcher is also advised to
use old maturity practices in the whole
of her research paper to make it more
holistic. There is also need for a detailed
methodology and tools so as to well inform
the readers.

The presentation highlighted much more
on connectivity of city services using ICTs
tools because of the fastest growing and
urbanization of cities in the world. Issues
of effects of smart cities initiation on
environmental sustainability in Europe.
Further, the study interrogated issues of
emissions, and how smart cities concept
contribute to the solving city and urban
pollutants and emissions. Does the concept
of smart cities include other social problems
in cities? In general, the researcher on
smart cities looks into contributions on the
social, economic and political challenges
facing the rapid growing cities of the world.
The study mainly focused on European
cities. This is because funders are from
Europe.
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Session

Session

Analyzing IT Portfolio Management Adoption using
Adaptive Structuration
Theory – A Case Study

Effective Visualisation to
Enable Sensemaking of
Complex Systems. Case of
Gov. Dashboard

Truls Löfstedt

Heike Vornhagen

Andrew Matsiko
02.09.2018

Andrew Matsiko
02.09.2018

The study points out the merging of
structures to meet social needs. It looks
at the use of ICTs tools to bring actors in
public sector to respond to demand from
end users in social system. In fact, the
findings of the study show acceptance of
ICTs and it helps to inform the making
of daily decisions in public sectors. The
study further points on to the use of
finding, in which the practitioners to use
ICTs portfolios to guide development
and implementation of new organization
structures and routines.

Points making sense from big data for
the citizens to easily digest the meaning
and interest of message. It develops
visualization models to make easy
comprehension of message to understand
cities better into usable communication
data to infer meaning of reality. The
researcher used maps, films and dashboards
from Ireland (except only two dashboards
from UK) to test and collect information on
the citizen (general community members)
understanding of dashboards. Here findings
shows lack of understanding of dashboards.
In other words, the citizens were unable to
interpret the dashboards. Therefore, there is
a need to simplify government dashboards
for the message to be well digested by the
target receiver of message
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Session

Session

Digitally Networked Health
Advocacy: Towards a
Contemporary Framework

Decision Support for
Weighing the Potential
Risks and Merits of Opening
Data

Judith Schossboeck

Ahmad Luthfi

Andrew Matsiko
02.09.2018

Andrew Matsiko
02.09.2018

The study interrogates the bottom up
innovation towards management of
community healthy especially among
citizens with thyroid complications.
Importantly, the study points out that
health communication approaches focuses
less on such aforementioned community
healthy challenge (Thyroid). In this
regard, the study concentrates on how
digitally networked healthy advocacy
tends to improve the gap aforementioned
by empowering patients. This is through
creation of awareness and creation of more
knowledge for reference among patients
and community members. On the other
hand, it sought to strength connectivity and
activism in healthy sector, in which patients
of thyroid chronic diseases would connect
with each other to demand for more
necessary health care and management
from authorities and health care givers
(medical personnel). However, connectivity
of patients and health care givers is much
dependant on the rules of a given country.

This is an impressive research that is
current. The research on open data
interrogate the function of going open
data governance. The open data is sought
to support and improve the image of the
government, inform the citizens about the
operations of the state and public sector by
sharing usable data with all stakeholders. In
fact, this is sought to increase transparency
and increase citizen confidence in
their governments. However, open data
governance has also risk and benefits. For
instance, in the awake of data protection
and security makes it complicated to
implement the concept of open data and
open governance. The paper also points
at risks of unauthentic data that may be
consumed by citizens. For example, the
trust and authenticity of data still threatens
the end users. In fact, one of the panelists
mentioned about how some countries tend
to misinform citizens. So here the populist
governments are in position to use
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Session

Session

An Integrative Look on Citizen Participation in
E-Government

Decision Support for
Weighing the Potential
Risks and Merits of Opening
Data

Anthony Simonofski

Ahmad Luthfi

Andrew Matsiko
02.09.2018

Andrew Matsiko
02.09.2018

The research points out that ICTS tools
bring citizens and government very closer
in processes of governance and provision
of public goods as well as revamping
the functioning of public sector. The
research identifies gaps in E-citizen
participation in governance. For instance,
the digitalization of governance does not
consider different interests among citizens
and other stakeholders in participation.
In other words, failure of government
to define citizens in implementation of
E-governance. In fact, the researcher shows
further some participatory experiments that
bring citizens and government together in
the process of governance.
The study is impressive because of the
current dwindling citizen participation
(low voter turnout, apathy and low
civic engagement as well as lack of
political debates) in governance and
civic engagement. Therefore, integration
of both online and offline platforms for
participation is likely to improve the already
dying sense of citizenry responsibility to
engage government.

This is an impressive research that is
current. The research on open data
interrogate the function of going open
data governance. The open data is sought
to support and improve the image of the
government, inform the citizens about the
operations of the state and public sector by
sharing usable data with all stakeholders. In
fact, this is sought to increase transparency
and increase citizen confidence in
their governments. However, open data
governance has also risk and benefits. For
instance, in the awake of data protection
and security makes it complicated to
implement the concept of open data and
open governance. The paper also points
at risks of unauthentic data that may be
consumed by citizens. For example, the
trust and authenticity of data still threatens
the end users. In fact, one of the panelists
mentioned about how some countries tend
to misinform citizens. So here the populist
governments are in position to use.
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Workshop

Using social media in public
administrations
Noella Edelmann, Bettina Höchtl
Lörnic Thurnay
03.09.2018

On 03 September 2018 a workshop
on the use of social media in public
administrations was conducted at EGOVCeDEM-ePart in Krems, Austria by Noella
Edelmann, Bettina Höchtl and Daniel
Medimorec. The organizers are working on
consolidating the guidelines governing the
use of social media in public administration
offices in Austria. To compliment these
guidelines, the participants of the workshop
were invited to provide their relevant ideas
and expertise in form of group discussions
followed by presentations.
About fifteen participants from all over the
world identified some of the main drivers
of social media in public administration
as increased access and lowered barriers
of interaction, reaching previously
unreachable target audiences in a more
personalized and familiar fashion, and
having a more positive, innovative image.
At the same time, barriers of social media
in public administration such as lack
of experts, lacking or poorly designed
rules and strategy, privacy concerns, the
protection of PA social media experts in
the cyber/physical space, as well as the
risks arising from foreign management and
regulations of social media providers were
pointed out.
With regards to good practices and
bad practices of social media in public
administrations, the workshop participants
identified on one hand having a social
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media strategy and identifying goals,
adapting to the language and tone typically
used on social media, earning and keeping
trust of users, recording and analyzing
interactions, leveraging multi-media
possibilities and preparing contingency
plans for crisis situations, and on the other
hand, as bad practices, lack of preparation,
guidelines (or having too complex and
restrictive rules), monitoring, slow
responses or lack of responses. Participants
also pointed out how public administration
may use social media in malicious ways
such as creating or promoting fake news,
engaging in disinformation, or hiring trolls.
According to the participants of the
workshop the internal stakeholders’
expectations regarding the use of social
media in public administrations are
diverse—some may be interested in having
social media as an outlet for official news
only, while others are concerned about
having social media “on-brand”, diverse,
providing positive image, professionalism
or safety for the organization. External
stakeholders’s expectations were identified
as correct, proofed content, simple, expert
language, no rumours, transparency
regarding the poster’s identify, possibility
of anonymous communication, and
responsiveness.
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Session

Session

Investigating of Open
Government Data Barriers
- A Literature Review and
Conceptualization

Open Government Data
Driven Co-Creation: Moving
Towards Citizen-Government Collaboration

Jonathan Crusoe, Ulf Melin

Keegan McBride, Maarja Toots, Tarmo Kalvet, and Robert Krimmer

Gabriela Viale Pereira
03.09.2018

Gabriela Viale Pereira
03.09.2018

The first presenter, Ulf Melin, discusses
what are the OGD Barriers and where they
are encountered in the ODG processes and
how they are connected. The author took an
ecosystem perspective for the paper, which
assumes that change is systemic.

The second paper was presented by the PhD
Student Keegan McBride. The focus of the
paper is on Open Government Data, Cocreation and public services. The motivation
of the study is the lack of empirical work
on examining the relation between those
concepts. The research question is how can
GD can contribute to the co-creation of new
public services?

They analyses 34 papers for identifying
the main core of the problem in
literature, through a coding technique
and systematisation. The most common
barriers was technical, organisational and
legal Research focuses are on publishing
open data, usage and system. Low societal
focus and legal and privacy focus. The OGD
process starts with an interest in some data.
As conclusions, the authors conclude that
there is a need to view barriers as a network
and part of strategic decisions in a larger
context.

The paper methodology includes a
exploratory case study, including semistructured interview, workshops, survey
and document analysis. There is a need for
understanding of stakeholders, by releasing
the data government are part of the cocreation, and OGD stimulates co-creation.
The main barriers are the lack of OGD, data
quality, personal information, slow response
times from government agencies, and
technical skills missing.
Some conclusions include that co-creation
requires government to give up some
control and that there is a clear relationship
between co-creation and OGD.
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Session

Session

Exploring Open Data
State-of-the-Art: A Review
of the Social, Economic and
Political Impacts

Towards Open Data
Quality Improvements
Based on Root Cause
Analysis of Quality Issues

Shefali Virkar, Gabriela Viale Pereira

Csaba Csáki

Gabriela Viale Pereira
03.09.2018

Gabriela Viale Pereira
03.09.2018

Shefali Virkar presente the main impacts
of open data. The papers presents a
comprehensive review of the impacts of
open data from academic literature and
practice.

The paper presented by Csaba Csaki focus
on open data quality.
The research question of the paper is What
are the typical open data quality issues?
The methodology was a case study in Public
procurement data.
The conclusions includes that:

The main categories identified are:
• Generating Social Value through Open
Data
• Generating Economic Value through
Open Data Open Data for Promoting
Good Governance
• The author presented a framework for
exploring the Implications of Open
Data-Driven Transformation.
The conclusions of the papers includes the
identification of 12 key domains wherein
open data has the potential to impact
society, the economy, and governance
processes, mapping of 6 key prerequisites
for effective open data usage and
implications for academic scholarship and
policymaking.
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• There are different requirements for
different purposes
• publishing data for free does not come
with quality guaranties (and therefore
requires extra effort to be published)
• Anywhere along the process there may
be errors introduced
• Finding and correct this issues is not
easy
• sometimes legal modifications are
required.
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Keynote

Keynote

The 5th Estate

e-Estonia

Bill Dutton

Wolfgang Drechsler

Noella Edelmann
03.09.2018

Noella Edelmann
03.09.2018

Bill Dutton starts with the story by Martha
Payne, a 9-year old changed food policy
in British schools – internet can impact
institutions.
The role of the internet is always
changing, at the moment the Internet
is seen as empowering institutions.
It is not technological determination
but it does help change – e.g. access to
information. It is about reconfiguring
access to information, people, services and
technology; it is a power shift.

Look further than the western public
administration.

Bill considers the constantly changing
role of the internet, that at the moment is
seen as empowering institutions. Whilst
we should not see it as technological
determination, the internet does help
change – e.g. by providing access to
information. It is about reconfiguring
access to information, people, services and
technology; it is a power shift. He presents
the known 4 estates, clergy (experts,
public intellectuals), nobility (business,
industry, and internet industrial elites),
commons (government), press, mob (civil
society, networked individuals); he adds
the fifth, which includes bloggers, whistleblowers and other individuals that improve
government and governance – reshaping
and improving the institutions. Not every
internet user is the 5th estate – it is those
users who use the internet “strategically”,–
often younger, urban, and from a minority.
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“Estonia has turned its government into
a website” – but this is not true. EE is not
a world leader, it is doing very well, but it
is not number 1. Important from drawing
lessons.
Number one is part of the malayian
peninsula (Singapore)
Why does Estonia oversell? The push-pull
factors, not only what you are saying, but
what people want to hear.
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Panel Discussion

Digital Transformation of the
Public Sector
Georg Bartmann, Wolfgang Drechsler, Günther Lauer, Bill Dutton, Wolfgang
Ebner, Matthias Lichtenthaler
Gregor Eibl
03.09.2018

What is digital transformation?
Digital transformation is not only bringing
analog processes to digital processes, but
changing organisational structures and
values. The individual is transforming quite
fast (e.g. transfering identity informations
on mobile phones) while government
tend to transform at a much slower speed.
Digitalisation should not be a goal in itself
but rather used to reach more overarching
goals. In digitisation projects there is a big
chance to reshape systems.
Does digitalisation rise to more
inequalities in developing countries?
While mobile phones are quite widespread
in some developing countries, in others
mobile phones are distributed for free so
that anyone could participate in digital
government. Overall, digitalization might
privilege middle class people. In developing
countries negative aspects could be
amplified caused by missing protection.
What should be digitalised centrally or
decentrally?
Not every process has to be digitalised,
maybe a complete automation without
user interaction might be a better solution.
The quality of services should be very
high from the start in governmental
processes. Centralisation can help develop
standardised services even across ministry
boundaries.
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When is digitalisation successful?
Following elements were mentioned
to make digitalisation successful: Top
priority of management and politicians,
sufficient financial resources and resources
for training, embedded in cultural and
organisational change, agile stability,
where the key is - that is to switch between
focusing on agile and stability
What is the role of technology?
• it enables a new working style: not long
planning, but agile development
• it makes new mobile services possible
What are the recommendations?
• We should look around successes around
the globe and see if it can be adapted for
home use in order to increase the speed
of idea transfer.
• A room to try out new things is needed
• Milestones should be visible for civil
servants and the public (step by step
approach).
• Digital transformation needs human
resources capable of implementing IT
systems and trust in those systems.
• To foster innovation, also things that
work need to be changed.
• Check first, if the planned digitalisation
outcome is what we want.
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Ssssion

Innovative Public Participation in the 21th
century: Assessing Initiatives with the
I-Participation Index based on Cases from
Municipalities in the Netherlands
Niels Primus, Robin Effing, Bert Groot, Mettina Veenstra and Sjoerd de Vries
Noella Edelmann
05.09.2018

Is e-participation a success today? There are
many initiatives, and projects to increase
public participation. Yet government
struggles to implement effective tools for
participation: it is more than technology,
social media and the internet.Participation
is hard work, need to do more than just
provide tools.
There seems to be a disconnect between
government and citizens, is it important to
avoid the disconnect? Yes, it is important
to ensure participation, and to encourage a
contribution to the collective. There is also
a need to compare, evaluate, benchmark
initiatives, the suggestion is to use a Design
Science Research Framework (derived from
Hevner et al 2004)
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Need to consider the goals of participation!
Critical success factors can be to reach
and inform, consult, collaborate, co-decide,
set clear objectives, have the capacity to
carry out digital strategies, have knowledge
about the digital communication and using
(open) data sets. But it is also important
to consider the impact e-participation
has, such as achieving a valuable outcome,
having visibility, reached the audience
and achieve regular interaction with the
audience.
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Workshop

Exploiting open research data:
new collaboration and privacy
enhancement mechanisms
Irina Susha, Anneke Zuiderwijk-van Eijk, Yi Yin Maria Theodoridou
Lörinc Thurnay
03.09.2018

VRE4EIC: VRE to emmpower multidiscplinary
research communities and accelerate
innovation ad colaboration
Vision of VRE4eic: VRE providing a layer
between different communities (justice, GUS,
environment, energy communities…) and
their underlaying preexisting infrastructures.
Facilitaitng trust, managing with different
privacy polices… bringing togeter different
standards of metadata, visualization...
doing it by: developing VRE reference
architecture (new vre’s aopting, existing vres
evolving to it).
Objectives: incriease VRE usability acreoss
disciplines, increasing quality of user
experience, increase deployment of VREs (???),
contextual awareness and interoperabilit.
3 layer metadata model (Discovery metadat
(CKAN, eGMS) ---> connected with contextual
metadata ----> detailed (domain specific)
metadata. Giving very rich metadata to
researchers. Multilingua
Openness stimulating elements: Mechanisms
for enhanced rust (e.g. tracking changes made
to datasets) mechanisms for enhanced esucirty
networking tools integrated with social media
interoperable workflows
interoperation of heterogeneous e research
infrastructures leadoing to new science
richer metadata model (like abve)
mechanisms to imrpove user collab
services available through the vre APIs
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Trainings
MOOC “open science” ( been going for 3 years)
MOOC “open government”
ProfEd “open dat governance and use”
Yi Yin’s part: Design of a privacy enhancement
mechanism
info privacy: right of indiciduals to be left alon,
to determine what, when how and who can
process data about themselves
info privacy threats come from : threats by
sytem purpose, created by general solutions,
enamating from use situation, violations
of privacy regulatsions, threats chosen
technology
Design science approach
GDPR turned into privacy preferences
((personal dat aoptions, personal data access,
data rectification, data erasure, restriction of
processing, data portability, objection), and
privacy governance (notification, consent,
data quality control, legitimate grounds
of processing, data processor governance,
information management policy, privacy
impact assessment, privacy audit) privacy
enhancing technologies (anonymization,
identificationautchication, pseudo-ID,
encryption, block chain, data pertrubation,
secret communication channel) Trust
management (UI design, participation
mechanism, feedback system, system
performance, incident response, ecrtificatio,
trusted third party)
Suvey - interactive survey (mentimeter) - open
discussions.
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Ssssion

Elite Capture and Co-optation in
Participatory Budgeting in Mexico
City
Rebecca Rumbul, Alex Parsons and Jen Bramley
Lörinc Thurnay
04.09.2018

In his presentation, Alex Parsons pointed
out how participatory budgeting is not
necessarily a fix for a corrupt system--it may merely move points of corruption
elsewhere.
Mexico City is a massive metropolitan
area with an average of 3% of its budget
allocated by participatory budgeting,
with each of its sixteen municipalities
administering separate PB processes. The
authors studied the statistical figures
of PB in the city, complemented with
interviews with high level stakeholders of
PB administration.
The authors uncovered a number of
means through which elites in these
communities can capture to benefit from
the participatory budgeting processes.
During the selection stage of PB, instances
of citizen-washing are reported - a process
where elite entities with greater resources
and stronger proposal-preparing capacity
than those of the general public submit
their proposal under the name of a regular,
unrelated citizen, thus becoming eligible
and a most likely contender for the project,
which they will benefit from during the
execution stage.
Several of Mexico City’s municipalities
employ e-Voting, however, since PB
voting typically has lower stakes than
elections, they are also less monitored
and thus general risks of e-Voting become
more serious. With this recognition, the
municipalities of the city tightened the
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security of PB e-Voting, which lead to
significantly lower participation.
An average number of options on a Mexico
City participatory budgeting ballot is 8.8,
however the winning options’ average result
of 63% indicates a lack of real competition
between options, suggesting issues with
the effectiveness of PB implementation.
Only one of the sixteen municipalities has
an average winning score lower than 50%
which can be considered optimal.
In the implementation stage, participatory
budgeting suggesters have no formal roles,
and the conventional choice of contractors
may lead to imbalanced patronage.
In conclusions the authors point out that
participatory budgeting is a dynamicly
evolving process, and there is a resistance
to approaches with anti-corruption benefits.
Monitoring and analysing the processes
and outcomes of PB projects have a great
potential of decreasing elite capture
and thus increasing the real value of
participatory budgeting.
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Ssssion

Evaluation of Government Information
Systems Effectiveness: the Case of
e-Participation Portals in Russia
Dmitrii Trutnev and Lyudmila Vidiasova
Lörinc Thurnay
04.09.2018

Measurements of e-Participation portals’
effectiveness had not been carried out by
the governments - federal or regional - of
Russia, Dimitrii Trutnev argued the high
relevance of their research. The research
was conducted by the analysis of data
from e-Participation portals, regional
development plans, Russia’s federal public
procurement portal, project descriptions,
and statistics.
The research carried out at ITMO
University, Saint Petersburg paints a
complex picture of the effectiveness of the
country’s e-Participation portals. Tools
for the identification of stakeholders and
their needs are available with with varying
degrees of completeness and are often
not fitting for the job. It is discovered
that project implementations are often
benchmarked by target indicators and
not at the general goals of the project.
While for the most part the interest of
stakeholders are systematically presented
in official objectives, targets and realized
public values are measured by the same
indicators, there is a common lack of direct
connection between indicators used for
measuring effectiveness and identified
goals, and therefore actual effectiveness is
poorly understood. Some indicators such
as the consideration of the cost of creation
of government information systems
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are properly considered and planned,
while other costs, such as those of other
stakeholders are generally overlooked.
Comparing state owned portals with
independently run portals Mr. Trutnev
points out that state owned portals are
more successful at the assessment of
demands and goals, particularly those of
the federal government, while independent
ones are better at generating values and
tend to be more successful at concentrating
at the citizens’ needs.
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Ssssion

MPs and Audiences on Social Media during
Emergencies: Automatic and Manual
Content Analyses of Facebook Posts
Nili Steinfeld and Azi Lev-On
Lörinc Thurnay
04.09.2018

Azi Lev-On presented their exciting work
on social media and its usage by members
of Parliament and their audiences during
emergencies on 4 September in Krems.
Their research looked at 106 of the 120
Members of Parliament of the 19th Israeli
Parliament that had active social media
usage during the 2014 Israel-Gaza war. They
compared postings on social media by both
MPs and their audiences in this period of
emergency with earlier, “normal” periods.
The research points out that social media
behavior changes during emergencies -
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while MPs do not publish more often, their
postings’ already significant importance
further increases, and their audiences
interact with the posts more intensively.
Topics of postings shift from common
topics in ordinary times such as equal
rights, gender equality, minimum wage
to security and other topics relevant to
emergency. References to MPs’ personal
lives drops to half of what is typical in
ordinary times. From the audience’s side,
buth supporting and critical reactions
increase during emergency.
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Session

Blockchain Technology for
fostering E-Democracy
Matthias Lichtenthaler
Stephan Kraft, Gregor Eibl, Adeoluwa Akande
04.09.2018

What does citizenship mean? Is everybody
a citizen? What about pirates? Members of
tribes?
Allegedly 3000 non-citizen-related persons
are living in Austria, 12 Mio worldwide!
What about residents living in another
country? How to include them in the
political decision processes? What about
asylum seekers? Criminals illegally living in
the country?

Overloading transparency => information
needs to be condensed; issue with
condensation:
How to condense properly?
Who is controlling whether condensation is
done in an appropriate way
=> Issue has to be solved outside the
Blockchain (maybe by means of AI?)

Examples of participation:
construction project in Carinthia: How to
Blockchain is a backend distributed
reconcile different interests of residents,
database technology, thus the users do
tourists?
not have to understand the technology.
www.edemokratie.at: Survey-, ideationThe focus should be on the front end. For
and consultation tools. Usage of tokens to
our discussion we should assume that
assure anonymity, usage of the blockchain
blockchain brings intransparency and
to make it tamper-proof. The blockchain
immutability on top of securing and storing. surveys are closed surveys within a known
group of participants, which are saved on a
Transparency in principal is desirable.
private blockchain for audit-proof surveys.
What about privacy and overloading
Ideas to open the private blockchain up to a
transparency? For transparency we can also community blockchains are discussed right
use other technologies besides blockchain.
now.
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Ssssion

Data makes the Public Sector Go
Round
Christodoulou Paraskevi, Decker Stefan, Douka Aikaterini-Vasiliki, Komopoulou Charalampia, Peristeras Vasilios, Sgagia Sofia, Tsarapatsanis Vaios, Vardouniotis, Dimosthenis
Guenther Kainz
05.09.2018

The respective paper examines the
opportunities which arise from the
abundance of data and on the other hand
it studies the challenges of a data-driven
public sector. The research team analysed
systematically data driven and public
service papers by scanning abstracts and
reading full texts.
Opportunities
Challenges
Efficiency
Cultural Barriers
Public Participation & Transparency
Technical Barriers
Innovation
Privacy & Security

retrofitting internal organizational and
administrative affairs. Moreover, data can
be linked and reused for new data-driven
services or big data analytics. Nevertheless
public administration faces several
challenges associated with various fields.
According to Komopoulou Charalampia
no clear solution can be presented for
the challenge of privacy and security,
while legal barriers and security systems
care for privacy and the safety of private
data. Furthermore, in further research
the challenges of unstructured data and
interpretation of data should be addressed.
For further information:
https://link.springer.com/
chapter/10.1007%2F978-3-319-98690-6_19

Data Management
The opportunities are seen by providing
adequate services to the public by
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Limitations of Legal Warranty in
Trade of Data
Bettina Höchtl, Lörinc Thurnay and Thomas J. Lampoltshammer
Guenther Kainz
05.09.2018

Data Market Austria is Austria’s first
digital ecosystem for data, business, and
innovation. The project has different fields
of interest like smart contracts or licensing.
One research interest is to demonstrate the
limitation of legal warranty in the trade of
data.
Bettina Höchtl would very much encourage
the parties of data market provider and
seller to write everything explicitly into the
contract what is of any importance. This
would be the most secure approach how it
can be proved in court if necessary.
The case considered is when something
is wrong with the performance between
the data market provider (seller) and the
data market customer (purchaser). The
customer can complain about defectiveness
or some details which are not settled in the
agreement or explicitly assured.

• Machine readability (data automatically
processed),
• Correctness (data factually correct),
• Temporal relevance (data temporally
relevant to a time frame),
• File format (contemporary file format),
• Backups (data replicated for security
means),
• Completeness (metadata and contentwise),
• Integrity (bit pattern not corrupted),
• Reliable network (continuous datastream),
• Availability (streaming on agreed time),
and
• Velocity (lower and upper limit of data
streaming).
For further information:
https://datamarket.at/

According to Lörinc Thurnay the following
technical dimensions regarding data could
be implicitly guaranteed characteristics and
written down in the contact:
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Understanding the social implications of
the digital transformation: insights from
four case studies on the role of social innovation to foster resilience of society
Gianluca Misuraca, Giulio Pasi and Gianluigi Viscusi
Guenther Kainz
05.09.2018

Digital transformation has an impact on
the labour market and on social protection
systems, pressing society and institutions
in order to change. Therefore it is urgent to
understand and set conditions for shaping a
more resilient and inclusive society, capable
to turn these risks into opportunities.
The research interest is to examine the
relationship between social innovation
and resilience within a digital governance
ecosystem.
The paper contributes how to unleash the
full potential of social innovation to provide
effective solutions in addressing societal
challenges and thus fostering resilience.
Based on a conceptual framework four case
studies with ICT solutions were analysed:
Employment and Social Inclusion in
Belgium: The Smart.Be Project,
Integrated Health and Social Care in
Estonia,
Migrants and Refugees in Sweden: The
Mobilearn Project, and
Social Assistance in the UK: The Troubled
Families Programme.
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According to Gianluca Misuraca social
service delivery can be improved by
streamlining the processes within the
government and another important learning
from an ICT perspective is that more and
more users should be engaged and lead the
processes through NGOs or civil society
organizations. Thus, one highlight is that
the adaptation and adoption of technology
to the local context can be enabled by a codesign/co-development approach.
Further information: https://www.
researchgate.net/publication/326832687_
Understanding_the_Social_Implications_
of_the_Digital_Transformation_Insights_
from_Four_Case_Studies_on_the_Role_of_
Social_Innovation_to_Foster_Resilience_of_
Society_10th_IFIP_WG_85_International_
Confe
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Competitiveness in the Digital
Economy
Pablo Colazzo, Stephan Kraft
Stephan Kraft
05.09.2018

What is Competitiveness? Competitiveness
is about long-term, sustainable productivity
of a company
Regions / Countries are NOT competitive,
they just enable competitiveness of
companies that reside in the region /
country
What determines competitiveness?
On the bottom, it is about endowments,
but that is not sufficient (sometimes even
counter-productive - so-called “curse
of endowments”). Macroeconomic and
microeconomic competitiveness make use
of endowments and create a specific value
proposition.
A prominent model to assess and monitor
the “quality of the business environment” (=
enablement capability of a country / region)
is the Diamond. It is comprised of the
Factor (Input) Conditions, Context of the
Firm, Demand Conditions and the Presence
of “Related and Supporting Industries”.
A key construct for regional development
is a cluster which names the proximity of
related companies that are in a coopetition
relationship. A cluster is a network of firms,
educational institutions, industry groups,
government agencies and the likes. The
main goal is to create a holistic, complete
value proposition for the end-customer
and sustain this position through constant
innovation.
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Digitalisation has a high impact on all
components of competitiveness. Because
of the specific nature of digital goods and
services, collaboration in value networks
can easily take place. From government
point of view, it is crucial to ensure a proper
digital education and also support new and
incumbent companies through incubators,
efficient e-government and an aligned,
focused digital strategy for the respective
country / region.
There are several indexes available
that constantly measure the overall
competitiveness (Global Competitiveness
Index issued by World Economic Forum)
as well as particularly the digital maturity
(Digital Economy and Society Index,
Networked Readiness Index) of a country.
The Microeconomics of Competitiveness
(MOC) is an academic network that was
initiated 2002 by the Harvard Business
School and aims at fostering research and
teaching in the area of competitiveness.
Danube University is a member of this
network and has used material in the MSc
and MBA curriculum since several years.
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Ontology Based Data MaBlockchain in Government
nagement: A Study in a Bra- 3.0: A Review
zilian Federal Agency

Márcia Myuki Takenaka Fujimoto and
Edna Dias Canedo

Charalampos Alexopoulos, Aggeliki Androutsopoulou, Zoi Lachana and
Yannis Charalabidis

Guenther Kainz
05.09.2018

Guenther Kainz
05.09.2018

The concept of ontology has reached
attention in several works as an approach to
information architecture and management.
The ontology allows to understand data
semantics and has been used in different
types of applications, like data/information
management, semantic web, data mining
and data integration.

The main research interest of this paper
is to identify benefits and barriers for the
application of blockchain technology (BCT)
in government and shape the directions of
future research in the government 3.0 field.

The Ontology Based Data Management
(OBDM) presents a way of integrating data
by a conceptual model from the domain
of interest to a given organization, such
as a Brazilian Federal Agency. The OBDM
consists of (1) ontology (relevant concepts),
(2) data sources, and (3) the mapping
between these two.

First, the study is landscaping BCT
application in e-government. For instance
in Malta, Blockcerts is an open standard
for creating, issuing, viewing, and verifying
blockchain based certificates.
Second, potential benefits and barriers are
presented based in a systematic literature
review. Stored data in chain easily shared
among all participants (organizations,
citizens, etc.). However, a blind trust which
relies exclusive on the BC`s technology may
include risks.
Third, according to workshop findings BCT
is a promising technology that will frame
government 3.0 but lacks evaluation results.
The BCT benefits will alternate the way
public services are offered.
Finally, BCT can contribute to the fifth
stage of e-government - personalization
and proactive government. It can be
incorporated in several public services
and enhance transparency and trust in
governments.
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Open Source Urbanism: Requirements for an Open Design Platform to Support an
Emerging Concept

Page Owner Comments on
Page User Posts. A Pilot
Study of Three Swedish Municipalities

Sergei Zhilin, Bram Klievink and Martin de Jong

Peger Bellström

Guenther Kainz
05.09.2018

Guenther Kainz
05.09.2018

Citizens interested in the democratization
of urban development processes often
experiment with public spaces. Some
activists collect, improve, and share design
blueprints and manuals of their projects on
the Internet using
free and open source tools, such as Wiki
and GitHub.

Uncommented posts have not received
much attention in the e-Government
research. The team started with 3 research
questions:

The research interest of the PhD Student
Sergei Zhilin is that Open Source Urbanism
requires an open, collaborative platform.
The objective is to adopt principles of
open source for the co-production of
urban design blueprints by designing an
ICT-platform which should repeat e.g. the
success of Open Source Software.
The concepts of Open Source Urbanism is
a grassroots community practice that can
be assisted by a web-based platform. First
of all, the requirements for a platform need
to be identified, which are (1) openness,
(2) community management, (3) product
development, (4) knowledge management,
and (5) supporting co-creation.
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1. To what extent do municipalities leave
FB page user comments uncommented?
Result: municipalities are quite good in
answering user comments
2. Which types of content categories are
represented among the uncommented
FB page user posts? Results:
uncommented are often posts expressing
opinions, sharing information and
requesting information.
3. Do the categories of those posts differ
from normal FB posts? Results: The
results are in line with what is normally
posted.
Netvizz was used for downloading
comments from the pages. Afterwards the
user posts without page owner comments
were scanned manually.
Planned follow ups: Repeat to get larger
datasets, study the social media guidelines
and interviewing the municipality staff for
better reasoning
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Public Funding in Collective Using Geocoding and Topic
Innovations for Public-PriExtraction to Make Sense
vate Activities
of Social Network Pages of
Local Government Agencies
Boriana Rukanova, Helle Zinner Henriksen,
Frank Heijmann, Siti Arna Arifah Arman and
Yao-Hua Tan

Flavia Bernardini

Guenther Kainz
05.09.2018

Guenther Kainz
05.09.2018

This paper focuses on the understanding
of innovation processes that are intended
to address a public concern and the role of
public funding in such processes. For this
purpose the international trade domain
is examined by a longitudinal analysis
of collaborative initiatives of EU-funded
projects over 12 years.

Research problem: How can we use social
media comments for achieving popular
participation in public policies?

The study is based on a framework for
understanding cross-sector collaborations,
involving parties likes businesses, nonprofit organizations, communities, and
government. The conceptual framework of
Bryson (2006) for public private collective
innovation is adapted and expanded with
insights from innovation literature.

Based on a literature review, following
method was used: Identifying locations
and frequent topics, processing the
comments, calculating frequent topics and
geocoding the places and finally visualize
the information. A tagger was used for
classifying comments into topics which had
to be able to work with Portuguese text.
2054 comments could be tagged with georeferences.

The tool was validated in an experiment
with 4 software developers to find out the
usefulness of the tool
One highlight in the findings is that a lot of Planned follow up: Evaluate the
projects were funding the R&D phase but
information retrieval, try other ways of
not providing sufficient support to the other geocoding, evaluate the tool with other
phases till the turning point is reached.
profiles and municipalities. Problematic is
This means that innovative ideas may fail
that FB did not approve the app until now.
to reach implementation and up-scalling.
The recommend action for governments is
to step in the next stages in other roles (e.g.
investors).
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Using Chatbots and Seman- Sentiment in Citizen Feedtics to Exploit Public Sector back: Exploration by
Information
Supervised Learning

Efthimios Tambouris

Robin Lybeck

Gregor Eibl
05.09.2018

Guenther Kainz
05.09.2018

At the moment the idea is still in the
concept phase and not yet a tool. The idea
are chatbots working with Big Open Linked
Data (BOLD) for better exploiting the public
service provision.

The talk was about a small project
evaluating advantages and problems with
machine learning for text analytics in the
city of Turku. There is a feedback channel
about any issue in the city of Turku, with
possibilities to attach geolocations: 22.000
messages with location data were collected
over a 5 year period.

The informative phase of PSI still remains
unexploited today. Most often online
catalogues support this phase. More
advanced are dialogue-based systems
e.g. a benefit finder asking you about 100
questions, which the lists the titles of
programmes you could apply for. Different
systems are developed by different
organisations relying on different models,
hindering the interoperability while being
costly.
ISA tried to resolve this problem with
core vocabularies especially the Core
Public Service Vocabulary (CPSV). A linked
data version of the CPSV produces RDF
output. The usage of CPSV It is not very
widespread and tools for transferring public
services descriptions to CPSV are not very
widespread.

Supervised learning relies on training data.
The training data (4.000 messages) were
coded manually in sentiment categories.
The team constructed a neural network as
a predictive model, consisting of multiple
layers where information is passing from
input to output while being transformed
according to trainable parameters adjusted
through supervised learning.

Reflections:
• The bigger the training material
generally the better the accuracy level
• less frequent categories are easily
excluded
• Better suited for big automated systems,
• There is still a need for officials to
process citizen feedback,
Current status
• The method is suitable for large amounts
Our team used the citizen guide as a pilot
of feedback
containing 250 public service descriptions,
• Neuronal networks need a lot of data…
translated them into English and RDFised
perhaps open/shared models are needed
the descriptions. Next is experimenting with
where more researchers work together
chatbots accessing the RDF descriptions.
and share bigger amounts of datasets
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Exploring Public Sector’s
Roles in Collaborative
Consumption – A Research
Agenda

A New Paradigm for Digital
Collaboration in the Toy Industry: Empowering User
Co-creation through Social
Media Channels

Sara Hofmann, Øystein Sæbø, Stefano Za and Alessio Maria Braccini

Christos Kontzinos, Ariadni Michalitsi Psarrou,
Ourania Markaki, Christos Ntanos and John
Psarras

05.09.2018

05.09.2018

How does collaboration, sharing impact
the public sector? The public sector could
benefit from taking a more active role. For
example, the public sector can act as a peer
service provider or as a platform provider.
But it is necessary to consider the tasks
the public sector can offer and the legal
and societal framework. It may play an
important role to change the relationships
between the stakeholders and to increase
the level of participation.

Toy manufacturers face difficulties
generating new, innovative ideas and
knowing what customers want, so the aim
of the project presented aims to find a new
way of increasing innovation, sourcing the
public’s knowledge, analyse market trends,
using social media in the toy industry.
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Government Engagement
with the Civic Tech Community on Twitter: The Case
of the New York City School
of Data

Innovative Public Participation in
the 21th century: Assessing Initiatives with the I-Participation
Index based on Cases from Municipalities in the Netherlands

Crystal Charles and J. Ramon
Gil-Garcia

Niels Primus, Robin Effing, Bert Groot,
Mettina Veenstra and Sjoerd de Vries

Noella Edelmann
05.09.2018

Noella Edelmann
05.09.2018

The interaction of the participants who
attended the Civic Tech Conference on
Twitter is investigated, and Crystal focuses
on types of behaviours (live tweeting,
networking, sharing information), the tone,
and the affordances of twitter (tweeting
with links, using hashtags in addition to the
event hashtag).

Is e-participation a success today? There are
many initiatives, and projects to increase
public participation. Yet government
struggles to implement effective tools for
participation: it is more than technology,
social media and the internet.Participation
is hard work, need to do more than just
provide tools.
There seems to be a disconnect between
government and citizens, is it important to
avoid the disconnect? Yes, it is important
to ensure participation, and to encourage a
contribution to the collective. There is also
a need to compare, evaluate, benchmark
initiatives, the suggestion is to use a Design
Science Research Framework (derived from
Hevner et al 2004)
Need to consider the goals of participation!
Critical success factors can be to reach
and inform, consult, collaborate, co-decide,
set clear objectives, have the capacity to
carry out digital strategies, have knowledge
about the digital communication and using
(open) data sets. But it is also important
to consider the impact e-participation
has, such as achieving a valuable outcome,
having visibility, reached the audience
and achieve regular interaction with the
audience.
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